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Short Description

The Cryo E40 is no ordinary entry level notebook cooler. The Cryo E40 possesses a unique design that has the
ability to adapt to any laptop configuration. The fans have a magnetic clasp design that makes it easy to
adjust the positioning of the two fans, allowing you to pinpoint your laptop's hotspot locations with precision.
This notebook cooler is ultra-portable, USB powered, and supports up to 15" display. The Cryo E40 is the
perfect for traveling companion for anyone on the go.

Description

The Cryo E40 is no ordinary entry level notebook cooler. The Cryo E40 possesses a unique design that has the
ability to adapt to any laptop configuration. The fans have a magnetic clasp design that makes it easy to
adjust the positioning of the two fans, allowing you to pinpoint your laptop's hotspot locations with precision.
This notebook cooler is ultra-portable, USB powered, and supports up to 15" display. The Cryo E40 is the
perfect for traveling companion for anyone on the go.

Features

� 2x 80mm moveable fans that allow you to pinpoint any hotspot locations

� Support notebooks up to 15�

� Special low-powered magnetic clasp design, engineered to be safe around any piece of technology

� Easily removable mesh cover provides quick access to your fans

� Ability to run USB cable from the left or right side of the cooler to adapt to any laptop configuration
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� An ultra slim lightweight profile for ease of mobility, perfect for traveling

Specifications

MODEL CRYO E40

DIMENSIONS 60x420x300mm

LAPTOP SUPPORT 15" Max

COLOR Black

MATERIAL Steel mesh, plastic, rubber

USB -

FAN CONTROL -

FANS 2x80mm

SPEED 2500+/-10% RPM

Additional Information

Brand NZXT

SKU NZXT-CRYO-E40-D

Weight 6.7000

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 80mm

Fan RPM 2500

Vendor SKU/EAN 5060301690091

Special Price $18.19
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